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50K TRAINING PLAN TO HELP YOU REACH THE FINISH LINE



8 WEEK BEGINNER SOFA TO 50 KM TRAINING PLAN
WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?
Look after yourself in the final weeks to 
ensure that you don’t catch a cold at the last 
minute. Eat healthily and get plenty of sleep.

With a progressive approach, our 8-week sofa 
to 50 km training plan is suitable for anyone 
wanting to get fit and start cycling, even 
if you are currently sedentary. We do however 
recommend that you consult with your doctor 
before beginning a structured training plan.

WHAT IS INVOLVED?
The time commitment ranges from a minimum of 
1 hour 30 minutes to a maximum of 6 hours 30 
minutes. Each week, you will typically complete 
three rides.

We have given you time guidelines to work from 
as, if for example you live in a very hilly 
area, you will cover less distance in the same 
time than someone living somewhere flatter.

From Week 3, the rides are split into two 60 
minute midweek rides and then a longer weekend 
ride which progressively builds in duration 
towards your goal.

You can substitute one of the midweek rides for 
a Spinning Class. It is important though that 
at least two rides a week are out on the roads 
to allow you to develop your bike handling 
skills and confidence as well as your fitness.

As the weekend rides get longer, don’t feel you 
have to complete them in one go, a café stop is 
definitely acceptable and a nice social side to 
cycling.

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO I NEED?
Most importantly, you will need a reliable and 
roadworthy bike. If it is a mountain bike or 
hybrid, you should consider fitting slick tyres 
to make riding on the road more efficient. 
If you are looking to buy a new bike, follow 
the link get some pointers. Don’t forget to 
include in your budget, accessories such as a 
helmet and the essential spares and tools you 
should carry when riding. If you have already 
got a bike but it has been sat unloved in the 
shed for a while, book it into your local bike 
shop for a check over and service. You might 
also want to consider some cycling specific 
clothing.

A quality waterproof jacket is a must 
have for riding in the UK and padded 
shorts are essential for keeping your 
backside comfortable.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I’M RIDING HARD ENOUGH?
Pacing and an awareness of the effort you 
are putting in are essential for successful 
cycling. In the Sofa to 50 km plan, effort 
guidelines are made based on a simple Rate of 
Perceived Exertion Scale (RPE).

It is also important to be aware of cadence, 
this is the rate your legs spin the pedals 
and is referred to in terms of revolutions 
per minute (rpm). Many novice riders make the 
mistake of not using their gears correctly and 
riding with too low a cadence. The simplest 
way to monitor cadence is to purchase and  t a 
cheap speed/cadence monitor to your bike. This 
will also let you know how far you manage to 
ride. Alternatively, every now and then, simply 
count the number of pedal rotations one foot 
makes in 15 seconds and then multiply by four 
to get your minute rate. You should be aiming 
to keep your cadence above 80 rpm.

IS IT ALL CYCLING?
No, some cross training workouts, although 
optional, should be part of your training. 
Don’t worry if you can’t manage dedicated 
sessions, even doing regular flexibility work 
or using a foam roller daily at home will 
benefit your riding. Cross training helps to 
prevent boredom, provides options if you are 
unable to ride and builds all-round injury 
preventing robustness.

RPE SCORE DESCRIPTION

1 Sitting on a sofa doing nothing

2 Getting up to make a cup of tea

3 Easy paced recreational riding, slight 
feeling of exertion

4 All-day paced riding, not easy but 
sustainable. Able to maintain a full 
uninterrupted conversation

5 Riding consciously quicker but still 
able to talk easily

6 Upping the effort, only able to talk in 
short sentences

7 Building on level 6, you could probably 
just about respond “I’m fine!” if 
someone asked you how you felt.

8 Riding hard, you can only sustain 
this for a couple of minutes and only 
communicate with single word answers.

9 Almost as hard as you can possibly push 
your pedals

10 100% sprint for the line



WEEK 01 GOALS 
01 Make sure your bike is ready and set up correctly

02 Comfortable even pace, you’re still able to chat with 
training partners at this speed.

03 Think about and decide on your cross-training options

WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

01
MONDAY

   
— — It might seem odd to start a training 

plan with a rest day but use today to 
make sure your bike, kit and clothing 
are ready to go tomorrow.

—

TUESDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
On the RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) 
chart, you should be at 3-4 and able to 
maintain a full conversation.

Pace the 30 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

—

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

THURSDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
On the RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) 
chart, you should be at 3-4 and able to 
maintain a full conversation.

Pace the 30 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Build on Tuesday’s ride 
but don’t try to push 
any harder, it is all 
about discovering your 
sustainable pace.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, it’s 
a compulsory day off. This rest day will 
allow your body to recover for tomor-
row’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
On the RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) 
chart, you should be at 3-4 and able to 
maintain a full conversation.

Pace the 30 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Your third ride of the 
week, you should be 
feeling more confident 
and comfortable on the 
bike. Keep your upper 
body relaxed.

WEEKLY HOURS 
1 hour 30 min — 3 hours 30 min

GETTING STARTED



WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

02
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 45 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 45 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 45 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Adding some saddle 
time to the rides you 
achieved last week. 
Start thinking about 
your riding technique. 
Today, focus on your 
cornering.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

THURSDAY 45 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 45 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 45 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Ride the same route as 
on Tuesday. Carry a 
water bottle with you 
and practice taking 
and replacing it on the 
move. Drinking while 
riding is an essential 
skill.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, 
it’s a compulsory day off. This rest day 
will allow your body to recover for 
tomorrow’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 1 hour Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 60 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 60 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Aim to take a sip from your water bottle 
every 10 mins.

Your third ride of the 
week, you should be 
feeling more confident 
and comfortable on the 
bike. Keep your upper 
body relaxed.

WEEK 02 GOALS 
01 Sort out an issues with your bike you discovered 

last week.

02 Drink from a bottle while riding.

03 Do at least one of the cross training sessions.

WEEKLY HOURS 
2 hours 30 min — 4 hours 30 min

UP TO AN HOUR



WEEK 03 GOALS 
01 Introduce some faster paced riding.

02 Consider buying and using a foam roller on your 
rest days.

03 Do at least one of the cross training sessions.

WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

03
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 20 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 20 mins return to RPE 3-4.

Finding a riding 
intensity above your 
steady pace but that 
is still sustainable. 
Don’t forget to use 
your gears and keep 
your legs spinning 
quickly.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

THURSDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 20 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 20 mins return to RPE 3-4.

You might not have got 
this session quite 
right on Tuesday and 
maybe tried to push a 
bit hard. Adjust your 
effort and find that 
tempo intensity.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, it’s 
a compulsory day off. This rest day will 
allow your body to recover for tomor-
row’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 1 hour 
30 min

Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 90 mins at a consistent easy pace, 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the full ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Aim to take a sip from your water bottle 
every 10 mins and have something to 
eat, such as half an energy bar, after 
60 mins.

Building up your 
endurance and the 
skills, such as eating 
and drinking on the 
bike, which are 
essential as you ride 
further.

WEEKLY HOURS 
3 hours 30 min — 5 hours 30 min

LIFTING THE INTENSITY



WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

04
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 20 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 20 mins return to RPE 3-4.

If you are riding the 
same loop as last 
week, can you go a bit 
further in the 20 min 
effort?

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

THURSDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 20 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 20 mins return to RPE 3-4.

You should be familiar 
with your tempo 
intensity now and 
confident to increase 
your effort a little.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, 
it’s a compulsory day off. This rest day 
will allow your body to recover for 
tomorrow’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 2 hours Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 2 hours at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 2 hour ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Aim to take a sip from your water bottle 
every 10 mins and have something to eat, 
such as half an energy bar or a gel, 
every 20-30 minutes.

Building up your 
endurance and riding 
for 2 hrs. It doesn’t 
have to be continuous, 
you can have a halfway 
café stop.

WEEK 04 GOALS 
01 Riding for two hours at the weekend.

02 Book a massage as a reward after your long ride.

03 Do at least one of the cross training sessions.

WEEKLY HOURS 
4 hours — 6 hours

TWO HOUR LONG RIDE



WEEK 05 GOALS 
01 Rest and recover after 4 weeks of training.

02 Give your bike a good clean.

03 Opt for restful and restorative cross 
training options.

WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

05
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering for yesterday’s two hour 

ride. Take it easy, you deserve it.
—

TUESDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 20 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 20 mins return to RPE 3-4.

It is not all R&R this 
week but this is your 
only really tough ses-
sion so, try and set 
a PB.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — See how you are feeling after 
yesterday’s tempo ride, listen to your 
body and maybe just put your feet up.

—

THURSDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace, 
RPE 3-4.

—

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, it’s 
a compulsory day off. This rest day will 
allow your body to recover for tomor-
row’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 1 hour Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace, 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 1 hour ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

Aim to take a sip from your water bottle 
every 10 mins.

Just an hour today to 
keep you ticking over, 
don’t be tempted to do 
more. Recovery from
a tough block of 
training, like the four 
weeks you have just 
done, is when the body 
gets stronger.

WEEKLY HOURS 
2 hours 30 min — 4 hours 30 min

R&R



WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

06
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 1 hour Medium/high Hill reps: 10 mins easy cycling on the 
flat to warm up

On a challenging hill, ride for 5 mins. 
Pace it, don’t go out too hard but, 
by the end, you should be at RPE 7–8, 
single word answers only.

Roll back down the hill giving yourself 
5 mins to recover.

Repeat the hill climb twice more.

Ride steadily on the flat, RPE 3-4, for 
25 mins to complete an hour.

Pacing: try to reach 
the same point on the 
hill for each effort. 
Technique: use your 
gears and practice both 
seated and standing 
climbing.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — See how you are feeling after 
yesterday’s tempo ride, listen to your 
body and maybe just put your feet up.

—

THURSDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride for 
the first 20 mins at a consistent easy 
pace, RPE 3-4.

For the next 25 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPW 5–6. It is 
not a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

The tempo effort is a 
bit longer today, pace 
it evenly and don’t 
start too hard.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, 
it’s a compulsory day off. This rest day 
will allow your body to recover for 
tomorrow’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 2 hours 
30 min

Low/medium Easy paced ride: On a loop with a few 
climbs, ride the majority of two hours 
30 mins at a consistent easy pace 
RPE 3-4.

On the climbs, have the confidence to 
increase your effort to tempo intensity, 
RPE 5–6. Don’t purposely attack the 
hills but don’t worry to find your effort 
level rising above steady paced riding.

Aim to take a sip form your water bottle 
every 10 mins and have something to eat 
such as half an energy bar or a gel 
every 20-30 mins.

This is the longest 
ride before your 50 
km goal. Really focus 
on regular eating and 
drinking right from the 
start of the ride and, 
don’t forget, it is 
okay to schedule in a 
café stop.

WEEK 06 GOALS 
01 Find a suitable hill for Tuesday sessions

02 If you haven’t entered into an official 50 km event, 
start thinking about a route.

03 Do at least one of the cross training sessions.

WEEKLY HOURS 
4 hours 30 min — 6 hours 30 min

HITTING SOME HILLS



WEEK 07 GOALS 
01 Book your bike in for a service.

02 Double check all your clothing and kit for next week.

03 Do at least one of the cross training sessions.

WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

07
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 1 hour Medium/high Hill reps: 10 mins easy cycling on the 
flat to warm up

On a challenging hill, ride for 5 mins. 
Pace it, don’t go out too hard but, 
by the end, you should be at RPE 7–8, 
single word answers only.

Roll back down the hill giving yourself 
5 mins to recover.

Repeat the hill climb twice more.

Ride steadily on the flat, RPE 3-4, for 
25 mins to complete an hour.

You have got an extra 
rep to do, so pacing is 
even more important. 
Try to alternate one 
minute seated with one 
minute standing.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — See how you are feeling after 
yesterday’s tempo ride, listen to your 
body and maybe just put your feet up.

—

THURSDAY 1 hour Low/medium Easy paced ride with tempo effort: On a 
flat loop, ride for the first 20 mins at a 
consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

For the next 30 mins, increase the 
intensity a little to RPE 5-6. It’s not 
a sprint, just a conscious effort to 
increase the pace a little. You should 
still be able to talk but maybe just in 
short sentences.

For the final 10 mins return to RPE 3-4.

Your longest tempo 
effort. Give yourself 
a pat on the back, 
at the start of the 
plan, 30 mins was your 
longest ride.

FRIDAY
 

0-1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

SATURDAY
   

— — No option for cross training today, it’s 
a compulsory day off. This rest day will 
allow your body to recover for tomor-
row’s ride.

—

SUNDAY 1 hour 
30 mins

Low/medium Easy paced ride: On a loop with a few 
climbs, ride the majority of 1 hour 30 
mins at a consistent easy pace RPE 3-4.

On the climbs, have the confidence to 
increase your effort to tempo intensity, 
RPE 5–6. Don’t purposely attack the 
hills but don’t worry to find your effort 
level rising above steady paced riding.

Aim to take a sip form your water bottle 
every 10 mins and have something to 
eat such as half an energy bar or a gel 
every 20-30 mins.

Easing back on distance 
after last week’s big 
ride with an aim of 
starting you recovery 
before next weekend’s 
50 km final goal. 
Complete this ride in 
the kit you intend to 
wear next week and as 
a final test of what 
you intent to eat and 
drink.

WEEKLY HOURS 
3 hours 30 min — 5 hours

STARTING TO EASE BACK



WEEK / DAY SESSION DURATION INTENSITY DETAILS FOCUS

WEEK

08
MONDAY

   
— — Recovering from yesterday’s ride and an 

ideal chance to iron out any mechanical 
or set-up issues you have discovered.

—

TUESDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 30 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

This week’s rides are 
just about turning your 
legs over and tapering 
for the weekend’s ride. 
Don’t be tempted to 
try any last-minute 
extra training. You 
won’t gain any fitness 
and will just make 
yourself tired.

WEDNESDAY
 

0–1 hour — Yoga, pilates, strength work in the 
gym or swimming are all excellent 
complements to cycling and you should 
try and do at least one cross training 
session per week. Alternatively, take an 
additional rest day.

—

THURSDAY 30 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 30 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 30 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

This week’s rides are 
just about turning your 
legs over and tapering 
for the weekend’s ride. 
Don’t be tempted to 
try any last-minute 
extra training. You 
won’t gain any fitness 
and will just make 
yourself tired.

FRIDAY
    

— — An extra rest day, double check all your 
kit and clothing is ready and then put 
your feet up.

—

SATURDAY 20 min Low Easy paced ride: On a flat loop, ride 
for 20 mins at a consistent easy pace. 
RPE 3-4.

Pace the 20 mins ride as evenly as 
possible, use your gears to keep your 
cadence up at around 80-90 rpm.

It might seem odd to 
ride the day before 
your 50 km but, a 
really easy paced 20 
min spin will loosen 
your legs off and 
prevent them from 
feeling heavy and 
sluggish tomorrow.

SUNDAY N/A Low/medium 50 km ride: Pace and fuel your 50 km 
ride exactly the same as your training 
rides.

Stick to RPE 3-4 for the majority of the 
ride but you have the fitness to hold a 
higher intensity on climbs if necessary.

Eat and drink little ond often right 
from the start of the ride.

Enjoy it!

WEEK 08 GOALS 
01 Complete your 50 km ride.

02 Use the additional rest day on Friday to get all your 
kit together. Don’t leave it untill the last minute.

03 Have a think about what you want to do next with your 
cycling fitness.

WEEKLY HOURS 
4 hours 50 min — 5 hours 50 min

YOUR 50 KM RIDE



Turbo 
What is it? A turbo trainer is 
a metal frame that you bolt 
your bike to using a special 
rear QR skewer. A roller then 
presses against your rear 
tyre and, by using a fan, 
fluid or magnets, generates 
resistance for you to pedal 
against. The name comes from 
early fan units which produced 
comparable amount of noise 
to a turbocharged engine but 
thankfully modern ones are far 
quieter.

Cost £100-£1500+

What to look for Buy a model 
from a reputable and known 
cycling brand. There are 
cheaper products but, as you 
are going to be bolting your 
bike to it, you don’t want it 
failing. Variable resistance 
operated from a handlebar 
mounted lever will increase 
the variety and improve the 
quality of your workouts. 
Spending more will usually get 
you a quieter turbo, improved 
smoothness and road like 
feel, especially at higher 
resistance levels, and more 
training feedback.

Pros
-  Wide price range to suit all 
budgets and it’s possible to 
get a quality turbo towards 
the lower end.

-  You’re training on your 
actual bike so your position 
will be the same.

-  They fold away for easy 
storage.

-  You can generate high levels 
of resistance.

-  More expensive models can 
provide large amounts of 
valuable training data.

Cons
-  They can chew up your tyre 
so having a turbo rear wheel 
with a turbo specific tyre 
is a good idea.

-  Cheaper models can be noisy.
-  Training on a turbo will 
not develop bike handling 
skills.

-  They can be stressful on 

your bike’s frame if not 
setup carefully.

Rollers
What are they? Drums mounted 
within a frame that you ride 
on. The two rear rollers, 
that your rear wheel drives, 
are connected to the front 
roller by a belt, so it is 
spinning too. Most sets of 
rollers don’t offer variable 
resistance and training data 
is usually limited to your 
bike computer. However there 
are now sets appearing at the 
upper end of the price range 
with variable resistance.

Cost £150-£1300

What to look for Quality 
drums, smooth bearings and 
a sturdy frame are essential 
and should be guaranteed if 
you stick to established 
brands. Narrower drums can be 
initially intimidating to ride 
but make for a more compact 
unit. If you’re planning on 
using the rollers for pre-
race warm-ups or are short 
of space, an easy folding 
mechanism and compact stowed 
size is important. Some makes 
have parabolic drums that 
encourage your wheel towards 
the centre and can make 
learning to ride them easier.

Pros
-  Excellent for developing 

pedalling technique, balance 
and bike handling skills.

-  Relatively cheap, £200 can 
buy you a very good set.

-  You can ride your road bike 
on them so no position 
changes to worry about.

-  No potential stress on frame 
and low tyre wear.

- Quick to get bike on and 
off.

Cons
-  No variable resistance on 

the majority of models makes 
lower cadence, “hill” and 
strength workouts difficult.

-  Learning to ride them 
confidently will take some 
time.

Static bike
What is it? Static bikes 
include basic home fitness 
models, classic gym bike, 
Spinning bikes with large 
fixed flywheels and top end 
cycling training specific 
models such as Wattbikes.

Cost £100-£2250

What to look for For maximum 
transferable  fitness gains, 
you want a static bike that 
feels like and replicates 
the position of your road 
bike as closely. Both cheap 
home fitness brands and very 
expensive commercial gym 
models should be avoided as 
they won’t give your anything 
near to a road like ride 
or position. Spinning style 
bikes can be good as the 
fixed flywheel can aid the 
development of a smooth and 
even pedalling technique. 
However, training feedback 
is minimal or non-existent 
and the resistance mechanisms 
can be fairly crude. Higher 
end cycling specific models 
will offer a wide range 
of positional adjustment, 
a realistic ride feel and 
accurate training data.

Pros
-  Always setup and ready to 
go.

-  You can keep your road bike 
setup for the road.

-  Less wear on your road bike.
-  Higher end models provide 
excellent training feedback 
and data.

Cons
-  Worthwhile models are 
expensive.

-  Big, heavy and, once 
installed, you can’t fold 
them away.

-  Your position on them may 
not exactly match your 
position on your road bike. 
- Won’t benefit balance or 
bike handling skills.

Spinning classes
What are they? Instructor 
led cycling group exercise 
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classes on fixed gear bikes 
with heavy  flywheels. Music 
and the instructor should keep 
you motivated and, based on 
the instructor’s cues and beat 
of the music, you adjust your 
bike’s resistance and cadence 
accordingly.
Here are the thoughts of Phil 
Burt, lead physiotherapist 
with the Great Britain 
Cycling Team and consultant 
physiotherapist to Team Sky, 
and Martin Evans, head of 
Strength and Conditioning 
with the Great Britain Cycling 
Team, on the benefits of 
Spinning Classes and other Gym 
Classes.

Cost £5.00-£10.00 per class 
or inclusive in your gym 
membership

What to look for Look for a 
class that is frequented by 
other local cyclists and is 
ideally led by an instructor 
who is a cyclist too. Make 
sure that the bikes are well 
maintained and have SPD 
compatible clipless pedals. 
Most gyms won’t allow you to 
swap pedals over, so it can 
be worth buying a cheap pair 
of cycling shoes with SPD’s, 
if you don’t use this system, 
if you will be spinning 
regularly.
The first time you go, take 
key measurements such as 
saddle height, reach etc from 
your road bike with you, try 
to replicate them on the 
spinning bike and note down 
these settings for future 
classes.

Pros
-  If you’ve already got a 
gym membership it can be a 
cheap way to do your indoor 
training.

-  Class structure can be 
extremely motivating.

-  You don’t have to take up 
space in your home with an 
indoor trainer.

Cons
-  You may struggle to 
replicate your road riding 
position.

-  You won’t be able to perform 
your own specific workouts. 
- You’ll have to travel to 
the gym.



1) THE LAW 
If you are riding on public roads in the hours of darkness, you are legally 
obliged to have lights and reflectors. You need a white front light that, since 
2005, can be flashing and a rear red light that is also allowed to flash. The 
front light should also have 110 degree visibility.
You are also obliged by the law to have a rear red reflector, in addition to 
the light, and it is also a requirement to have BS6102/2 or equivalent amber 
reflectors to the front and rear of each pedal, although many modern clipless 
pedals are unable to fit reflectors.

2) LIGHTS ON YOUR BIKE
Don’t just comply with the minimum legal requirements. Especially regarding 
rear red lights, the more you can have the better. Your front light serves two 
purposes, to get you seen by on-coming traffic and, on unlit roads, to light up 
the road ahead. It can therefore make sense to opt for two front lights, one  
ashing to get you seen and another with a more powerful constant beam to see 
with. Check out this article for more advice on buying lights.

3) LIGHTS ON YOUR BODY
You don’t have to stop with lights on your bike. If you are riding unlit lanes, 
take a tip from mountain bikers and try a helmet mounted light in addition to 
one on your bars. Being able to see where you are looking, not just where your 
bars are pointing is a revelation. Moving lights are especially visible so, with 
clip-on LED’s, your ankles are a brilliant location. Just make sure that any 
rear facing lights are red and front facing are white.

4) DON’T DAZZLE
With LED technology now allowing the production of affordable bike lights that 
can easily produce 2000 lumens or more, dazzling oncoming traffic is a genuine 
concern. If you are using a powerful light, make sure it is angled sufficiently 
down towards the road and that, if you are able to do so safely, dip it to a 
lower power if there is oncoming traffic. If you are using a helmet mounted 
light be especially aware of this and avoid looking directly towards on-coming 
traffic. Angle your powerful light down at the road and have a less powerful  
ashing light to be seen by.

5) CLOTHING
In traffic, hi-viz and reflective clothing can make as much of a difference to 
rider visibility as lights do. Consider this when buying your winter cycling kit 
and, with modern reflective materials, don’t think that reflective has to mean 
gaudy or unstylish. As with lights, reflective material on moving parts of your 
body is most effective. Look for tights and overshoes with reflective piping, 
decals or panels. Don’t forget your hands as, unless these are visible, other 
road users won’t be able to see your signals. Choose reflective gloves or opt 
for some reflective wrist bands.

6) SIDE VISIBILITY
You need to be visible from the side as well as from the front and back. Many 
bike lights do not meet the legal requirement of 110 degree visibility so it 
is important that you address this issue with additional lights if necessary. 
Again, movement equals visibility, so, spoke lights and reflectors and 
reflective overshoes are good ideas.

RIDING IN THE DARK
While the days are shorter, whether you are commuting or trying to  t in 
some training before or after work, it is likely that you will be riding 
in low light conditions or the dark. Make sure you stay visible and safe 
on your bike by following these top 10 tips.



7) SAFETY IN NUMBERS AND ROAD POSITIONING
A group of cyclists, especially if they are all following the advice in this 
article, is far more visible than a single rider. Commute as a group, encourage 
some friends to join your on training rides or see what rides your local club 
are offering.

In the dark or low light conditions, correct positioning in the road and not 
riding in the gutter are even more important than in daylight.

8) BACK-UPS
It is always worth carrying some spare compact ‘get you home’ rear and front 
lights in case your main lights fail, you forgot to charge them fully or you are 
out for longer than you expected. You will probably end up never having to use 
them but it is reassuring to know they are in your saddlebag or jersey pocket 
if needed. If your lights are battery operated, always carry a spare set of 
batteries with you just in case.

9) MAINTENANCE
Roadside repairs aren’t fun in the daylight but, on a dark winter’s night, 
they can be extremely difficult and potentially dangerous. Make sure you pull 
well off the road if you need to make a repair and leave your lights running. 
However, prevention is always better than cure, especially regarding punctures, 
so keep on top of servicing and maintaining your bike throughout the winter.

10) IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT THE DARK
Although you are only legally obliged to use lights during the hours of 
darkness, it is good practice throughout the winter months to always run at 
least a  ashing rear light and to try to always make yourself as visible as 
possible. Be aware at dusk and dawn that low winter sun can easily dazzle 
motorists and that heavy rain can also severely reduce visibility.



INNER TUBES AND PATCHES
You don’t want to be trying to patch up an 
inner tube by the side of the road so always 
carry at least one spare tube that you can just 
swap in. You can patch the punctured tube up 
once you’re warm and dry at home. Make sure 
that the valve length is correct for the rims 
you’re riding and the tube is the correct width 
for you tyres. It’s still a good idea to carry 
some self-adhesive patches as well though, 
just in case you have an especially puncture 
ridden ride. You also might want to put in some 
cleaned and folded up old toothpaste tube as 
this is great as a get you home solution for a 
badly gashed tyre.

TYRE LEVERS
A pair of plastic tyre levers make getting a 
tight tyre off the rim to  x a  at far easier. 
Look for ones that are stiff, hook onto the 
spokes and that clip together. Avoid metal ones 
as they can easily damage your rims. Be careful 
if you use the levers to put the tyre back on 
as it’s easy to damage your new inner tube. 
It’s better to learn the correct technique of 
working the tyre bead back onto the rim and not 
have to resort to the levers though.

PUMP/CO2 CANNISTER
Mini-pumps might conveniently slip into your 
jersey pocket but they are often far from 
effective when it comes to pumping a road 
tyre up to the required pressure. Mini-pumps 
that also accommodate a CO2 canister are 
compact, gives you instant inflation to ridable 
pressure, allow you to top up the tyre manually 
and, if you should use up all your canisters 
dealing with multiple punctures, you’ve still 
got the pump as a standby.

MULTITOOL
A multitool should have a range of allen keys, 
screwdriver and torx heads that will allow you 
to adjust all of the important bolts on your 
bike. Your handle- bars, stem and seatpost 
clamps are the most likely candidates for 
tweaking. A multi-tool should also have a chain 
tool on it in case you break you chain.

QUICK RELEASE CHAIN LINK
Multitool chain tools are fine for removing 
links from broken chains but tend to be 
slightly hit or miss for rejoining them.  

A quick release chain link provides an easy 
solution. Check you have the correct model 
for your make of chain and try the release 
mechanism at home first as they can be a little  
fiddly until you get the knack.

MOBILE PHONE
For calling for help if you get lost or 
stuck and, more importantly, in the case 
of an accident, one of the first places 
emergency workers will look. It should be 
fully charged when you set out and protected 
from the elements. Have an I.C.E (in case of 
emergencies) number stored in the contacts and 
ensure that any security locks are switched 
off. Be aware if you’re using the GPS on your 
phone, this will drain the battery very fast.

CARD AND CASH
Not just for the café stop but for picking up 
spares from bike shops on route, for a can of 
coke to get you through that last 10 km or as 
a last resort option for getting you home. Most 
cabs won’t stop to pick up a cyclist from the 
side of the road but a card allows you to get 
some hot food at a pub or café, book a large 
enough cab and wait in the warm and dry for it 
to arrive.

ID
As well as carrying a card and your mobile 
phone, an ID bracelet or dog-tag will make 
it far easier for the emergency services to 
identify you and to get in touch with your 
family or friends if you’re involved in an 
accident. As well as the names and numbers of 
your emergency contacts you should also include 
any important medical information such as 
allergies or known conditions.

FOOD
Make sure you have enough food to fuel your 
ride or, if you’re on a long ride or sportive 
where you’ll need more food than you can 
carry, enough food to see you to your first 
planned refuelling stop or feed station with 
an hour’s extra on top in case of problems. 
Even if you’re just out for a short session, 
it’s advisable to have an emergency gel in your 
pocket just in case you’ve misjudged the route, 
have a mechanical problem that takes a long 
time to fix or haven’t taken in enough fuel 
before the ride.

ESSENTIAL KIT TO CARRY ON THE BIKE
The three rear pockets in your jersey and maybe a small saddlebag give you 
plenty of room to carry everything you need to  x punctures, sort out minor 
mechanicals, fuel your ride, stay warm and, in the event of an unfixable 
problem or an accident, the means to get home or to make sure your emergency 
contacts are informed as soon as possible. Don’t leave home without these 
essentials.



GILET/WATERPROOF
Modern gilets and jackets fold down easily 
small enough to  t in a jersey pocket and 
even on scorching summer days are still a 
good idea to carry. It’s easy to get chilled 
when stopping to  x a  at or, on hilly or 
mountainous rides, on long descents. As well as 
carrying a lightweight jacket, try to learn to 
put it on and take it off while moving.

MAP
In these times of pre-plotted GPS routes and 
turn-by-turn navigation prompts it’s all too 
easy to ride blind with no real idea of where 
you are. Batteries can run out though and 
devices fail so it still pays to carry a paper 
map if you’re in an area you don’t know. Just 
rip out the relevant page from a road atlas, 
stick it in a zip-lock bag with your cash 
and card and it’ll provide you with enough 
information to work out where you are and where 
to go.


